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ABSTRACT 

Greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitric oxide (NO) cause global cooling in the upper 
atmosphere, leading to thermospheric contraction and a secular decrease in atmospheric density over time. The 
impact that projected greenhouse gas emissions will have upon thermospheric neutral densities through to the year 
2100 have been modelled with use of the Whole Atmospheric Community Climate Model with thermosphere and 
ionosphere extension (WACCM-X) on the University of Southampton’s high performance computing cluster, Iridis. 
WACCM-X numerically models the atmosphere from ground level through to the top of the thermosphere, allowing 
the ground emission profiles of the four Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) from the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to have their effects propagated into the upper atmosphere. Secular neutral density 
trends dependent upon both latitude and altitude have been derived for each RCP and these trends investigated for 
linearity. The majority of currently used debris models do not include any decreasing density trend within their 
atmospheric component to account for greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, a new, fast debris model is used for 
initial investigation of the impact each set of RCP trends has upon the LEO debris environment. This debris model 
bins objects by semi-major axis, eccentricity, inclination and mass, and analytically propagates objects between the 
bins, with the density trends being included within the drag calculations.  The number of objects colliding in each 
pair of bins is calculated via the Greenberg-Bottke algorithm. 
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